Release Notes for Version 7.0.2301
Feature

Type

Comments

Settings

Assisted
Assembly

Fix

Fixed issue where a failed invoice save from assisted assembly "Item View"
caused SPOT to crash.

Assisted
Assembly

Fix

Removed hourglass from the Split Reason dialog during 'Split Remaining
Pieces' at assisted assembly.

Assisted
Assembly

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to override the company splitting settings on
the store level.
Added a store-level override for splitting settings.

New settings: Store Settings > Mark-in Settings >
SplittingSettings Selection - select from "Use
Company Settings" and "Use Store Settings". The
default is "Use Company Settings", which will cause
the system to continue with the existing settings. If
"Use Store Settings" is selected, then the next view
"SplittingSettings" must be filled out to meet the
desired criteria.

Assisted
Assembly

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like assisted assembly to scan an item a second
time to remove it from assembly bay
Implemented the option to remove an item that has been scanned into
assisted assembly. The first item scan prompts with a red screen and a
"Rescan to Cancel" prompt. The second item scan will remove the item from
assisted assembly. If the system is able to add an order with an item scan,
and if the removed item is the only remaining item on an order, SPOT will
remove the order itself.

New setting in the Assisted Assembly Profile->
Rescan Item to Remove (check to enable).

Credit Cards

Fix

Updated certain CC functions:
1) Changed how in-mem copies of CC Encryption Keys are contained,
designed to marginally enhance security and remove multiple calls to
SPEncryptionLib.
2) Failure to unencrypt CC initially will result in reattempts using key
fragments.
3) Every Customer CC in-mem copy of data now includes "ID" attribute.
4) Failure to unencrypt CC entry will cause CC entry to carry a payload
attribute of "Error", so we can better identify when this occurs.
5) Failure to unencrypt CC entry will show up in the SPOT error log.
6) Added Error log entry if CCOF does not unencrypt within the first pass
7) Implemented CCOF Removal of entries explicitly specified by events in
frmCustomer.

Credit Cards

Fix

Updated message to reflect the fact that the transaction was reversed, so it
will now read "Reversed/Declined", as per the Ocius integration guide.

Updated Ocius3 interface to more directly address the issue of a nontokenized CCOF entry being submitted. Since this is no longer supported by
the interface, the system will now raise a direct error if this is attempted.
Credit Cards

New Feature

Enhancements to CCOF Autoupdater
New setting "Enable Token Card Data Update", will activate these changes:
1) Added "Update CC Token" button to the Customer View, AR/CC tab. This
may be invoked when the prompt for an expired card is displayed.
2) Updated the Statement Wizard and A/R Auto-Payments views to show the
"Auto Pmt" with a background color if the CCOF entry is expired: Red for
expired non-tokenized CCOF entry, yellow for expired tokenized CCOF entry.
The yellow entries will attempt to submit to the processor.
3) When prompted to update the expired CCOF entry for a customer,
declining to do so will not result in the disabling of that entry.
4) CC Batch will better handle CCOF tokens and expired tokenized CCOF
entries.
5) Kiosk Prepay will now mark expired CCOF tokens with a red check-mark,
and will attempt the transaction.
6) Route Post orders will now mark expired CCOF tokens with a red checkmark, and will attempt the transaction.

Credit Cards

New Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a screen to manage expired CCOF
Added a new screen (Menu > Credit Cards) that will allow a user to view all
customers with expired (or almost expired) credit cards and update. If the
automatic token update feature is enabled, then the system will also allow
this update to be done in batch.

Email

Fix

Fixed - Email Notifier Process Interceptor - DUETODAY not functioning
correctly.

Email

Fix

As a SPOT user, I would like the ready order email scheduler to support the
UK
Order ready emails sent from SPOT Scheduler Service were showing dates in
US format

General

Fix

Fixed inadvertent issue in messaging (introduced in 7.0.2222) where
message view would crash if the user was not assigned to a primary store.
This is an uncommon case.

Hotels

Fix

Invoice mode adjustments in hotel orders were not applying to subsequent
orders if the Split button was used in the markin screen.

HSL

Fix

Incremental modifier upcharges will now resolve to an amount in item view.
Previously, modifiers which had an incremental upcharge would not show
the resolved percentage and could potentially be saved with an HSL as a 0%
upcharge.

Issue Manager

Fix

Fixed - Inquiry Manager, "Resolution" tab, the "Estimated Amount" and

Added new setting "Company > Credit Card Settings >
Enable Token Card Data Update".

"Difference" fields were allowing user input. Note that the "Estimated
Amount" field is copied from the "Cust. Est. Cost" field in the "General" tab,
and should not be editable.
Markin

Fix

Quick tickets generated by the kiosk are now fully completed. Previously,
auto-adjustments, auto-coupons, and charity program information were
always empty, even if those settings were configured.

Pickup

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like the non-cash payment fee to be charged per
payment instead of per visit
The non-cash payment adjustment will now work per payment session
instead of per visit.

Pickup

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a zero priced order to be able to be finished
from pre-pay.
Users could not finish in the prepay screen if the only orders present were
zero-priced Priced Quicks.

Pickup

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the ability to enable marketing at the receipt
print/email prompt.
"Company Settings > Marketing Settings > Prompt for Marketing Opt-in"
added as a new setting, which will enable clerks to opt the customer in to
marketing e-mails when the customer gives his/her e-mail address to receive
an e-mail receipt

Company Settings > Marketing Settings > Prompt for
Marketing Opt-in

Pickup

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like SPOT to void orders when I cancel prepay
The setting "Store Settings > Cashier Settings > Void Priced Quicks on Prepay
Cancel" has been added. This will allow Priced Quicks to be voided
automatically if the clerk cancels out of the prepay screen when prepay of
Priced Quicks is enforced.

Store Settings > Cashier Settings > Void Priced Quicks
on Prepay Cancel

Priced Quick

Fix

If the "Credit Card" tender was configured to refund using cash credit,
overpaid detailed orders were still crediting the credit card instead of issuing
cash credit.

Printing

Fix

"Disable Print Visit" customer option was not being honored if the customer
prepaid Priced Quick or detailed orders.

Printing

Fix

SPOT will now honor the PrintAsyncDisable system property (either via VTC
or command-line).

Printing

Fix

Items from non-voided invoices were not being counted in a visit ticket in
which the first invoice was voided

Printing

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to avoid printing register receipts unless they
spend over X amount.
"Workstation Settings > Cashier Settings > Print Register Receipt - Threshold
(CC)". This setting provides the ability not to print a register receipt for credit
card transactions unless the payment amount reaches the specified
threshold.

SPCM->Edit VTC->Add System Property
"PrintAsyncDisable", value=1

"Workstation Settings > Cashier Settings > Print
Register Receipt - Threshold (CC)"

Printing

Fix

Like items in Priced Quicks were being improperly separated when the
invoices were saved, resulting in long printed tickets.

Printing

Fix

The "TotalCoupon" data node in receipt document templates was not
working on a receipt reprint.

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Added - Reports Gallery > Customer > Top 100 Customers - Brands. New
report that shows the top 100 customers for the selected stores for sales
during selected date range and displays their top 5 brands.

Setup

Change

Updated SPOT to perform certain initialization tasks only as needed (e.g.,
when configuration changes are modified). This results in faster startup time.

SPOTMap

Change

Updated SPOT to load mapping services only as needed. This results in faster
startup time.

